**Ep. 1: Physical Distancing, Social Uprising**

**Economic Crisis**

*Supercharged Debt Bets Unravel and Expose Wall Street Risks.* Bloomberg 4/1/20

*IMF Chief Says Pandemic Will Unleash Worst Recession Since the Great Depression.* Reuters 4/9/20

*Third Big Week of US Jobless Claims Sees 6.61 Million Filings.* Bloomberg 4/9/20

*Coronavirus Crisis Legacy: Mountains of Debt.* Wall Street Journal 4/15/20

*Fed is Seizing Control of Entire U.S. Bond Market.* Yahoo Finance 4/9/20

*How Private Equity is Winning the Coronavirus Crisis.* Vanity Fair 4/9/20

*The Fed’s Intervention is Widening the Gap Between Market Haves and Have-Not.* Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide 04/08/20

*Founder of World’s Largest Hedge Fund Doubles Down on ‘Cash is Trash’ Argument, Warning of Debt-Fueled Inflation.* MarketWatch 04/08/20

*The Federal Reserve’s Stimulus May be Aimed at the Economy, but Stock Investors will get Many of the Benefits.* MarketWatch 4/9/20


*The Fed is Providing way More Help for the Markets now Than it did During the Financial Crisis.* CNBC 3/24/20

*How Congress is Spending Trillions in Response to the Coronavirus Crisis – in one Chart.* MarketWatch 4/13/20


*U.S. Recession Model at 100% Confirms Downturn is Already Here.* Bloomberg 4/8/20

*The Next Economic Crisis will hit States and Cities.* Axios 4/13/20

*Coronavirus Pushes Annual Deficit Forecasts Toward $4 Trillion.* Roll Call 4/13/20
Oil and Gas Collapse

The Collapse of the US Fracking Industry in 7 Charts. Quartz 3/3/20

Putin Just Sparked and Oil Price War and US Energy Companies May be the Victims. CNBC 3/8/20

American Oil Driller Were Hanging on By a Thread, Then Came the Coronavirus. NY Times 3/20/20

Don’t Use Coronavirus to Bail Out the Oil Companies. MarketWatch 3/23/20

Whiting Petroleum Is Just the ‘First Domino’ to Fall in US Shale Wipeout, Strategist Says. CNBC 4/2/20

Demand Decline Hits Hardest Among Smaller US Shale Drillers. World Oil 4/8/20


The State of Oil is Falling in Love with Solar Energy. Yahoo Finance 4/8/20


Saudi Energy Minister Calls for Affordable Energy Supply at G20 Meeting. Reuters 4/10/20

OPEC’s Production Cut Agreement Won’t Stop the Oil Industry’s Free Fall. Axios 4/12/20

Coronavirus Crisis will Erase Nearly a Decade of Oil Demand Growth this Year, EIA Says. CNBC 4/15/20

Energy Use and Efficiency

The Most Important US Energy Chart of the Year is Out: 8 Big Takeaways. Electrek 4/9/20

COVID-19 is Forcing Systems Change in Energy and Transportation. MINNPOST 4/9/20


Coal’s Further Decline

Is the Coal Industry Completely Burned Out? Forbes 2/12/20

Coronavirus Could Crush US Coal Industry. Mining 3/30/20

Can Coal Survive the Coronavirus? Scientific American 4/8/20

GOP Senators Want Coal to Get Bailout Money. Houston Chronicle 4/9/20
Solar and Wind Energy Rise and COVID-19 Uncertainty
Chart Shows Rise in Wind, Solar; Overall Drop in Energy Use. Power Magazine 4/9/20
Oil Companies Are Collapsing but Wind and Solar Keep Growing. NY Times 4/7/20
Why we Need to Transition Quickly, From Fossil Fuels to Clean Energy. The Hill 4/9/20

The Coming Clash Between Electricity Status-Quo Consumption and Modernization Conservation
US Power Demand Falls to 16 Year Low As Coronavirus Cuts Use by Companies. Reuters 4/8/20
Another Way to See the Recession, Power Usage is Way Down. NY Times 4/9/20
Stay at Home Energy Use Redrawing the Solar “Duck Curve.” GreenTech Media 4/7/20
Missouri Consumer Advocate: Stop Funding Efficiency During Pandemic. Energy News Network 4/9/20

Federal Intervention
The Fed’s Big Bazooka. Forbes 4/12/20
Federal Tax Collections Were Up in March-Despite COVID-19 Shutdown; Total Taxes Set Record in First Half of FY2020. CNSNews.com 4/10/20
Tax Change in Coronavirus Package Overwhelmingly Benefits Millionaires, Congressional Body Finds. The Washington Post 4/14/20
Hedge Fund Managers Claiming Bailouts as Small Businesses. Bloomberg 4/14/20
‘It’s a Complete Abomination’ Says Wall Street Money Manager About Hedge Funds Applying for Bailouts from Small-Business Recovery Funds. MarketWatch 4/15/20